The modern science mainly treats the biochemical basis of sequencing in macromolecules and processes in chemistry and physics. One can ask weather the language of chemistry and physics is the adequate scientific language to explain the phenomenon in these sciences. Is there maybe some other language, out of chemistry, that determines how the chemical processes will function and what the? The research results provide some answers to these questions. They reveal to us that the process of sequencing in macromolecules is conditioned and determined not only through chemical, but also through cybernetic and information principles.
INTRODUCTION
We translated the physical and chemical parameters from the Planck's law into the digital language of programmatic, cybernetic and information principles. This we did by using the adequate mathematical algorithms. By using chemicalinformation procedures, we calculated the numerical value for the information content of Planck's law. What we got this way is the digital picture of this law? These digital pictures reveal to us a whole new dimension of Planck's law. They reveal to us that the chemical process of this law is strictly conditioned and determined by programmatic, cybernetic and information principles.
RESULTS OF RESEARCH
Special relativity includes time, space, mass and energy of the body. Quantitative relationship between mass and energy is found Einstein 1905th year. If the mass (m) the term in gramovima and energy (E), then the equation for connections look like this:
This means that any change in energy corresponds to the weight changes, and vice versa. Therefore, the weight of the body in motion the mass of the body at rest, hot -more than a cold, etc. However, due to the huge number of size multiplier c2, similar changes in the mass of ordinary č term processes are quite insignificant and therefore can not notice.
Otherwise the prospects for nuclear transformation. Creating helium nucleus of the particle is related to a noticeable reduction in weight (the weight of D effect). This process occurs with tremendous energy effects. Since the atomic mass unit corresponds to energies of 931 MeV, the full equation of creating four grams helium nucleus takes the form:.
2p+2n=a+931x0,0302 = a + 28 mev
If the spectrum of energy to create a core of elementary particles (so-called effect of packaging) division with its mass, then the result of such a division is called "nuclear energy ties" and the relative stability of the corresponding core feature.
So, the key to these nuclear transformation is the number 931.
One can say that this number is the key to the materialization of time in the process of nuclear transformation. A similar case we have with all other processes in chemistry, physics, genetics, medicine and all other sciences. All processes and the physical size of the Cosmos are created using only one key. And it is at 931 This code establishes a different correlation with this physical size. There are different degrees of this correlation. In primary physical size correlation is higher, and the secondary smaller. There are also primary, and secondary codes. Primary codes were created as a result of coding with codes 19 and 7, while secondary codes resulting coding with other numerical sizes.Also, among all these codes are different correlations.
One can say that the 931 sets that will work every phenomenon in nature. Specifies that will work the entire universe. Number 931 is the seal of all seals. Without this stamp can not be detected no secret. This is the key which are, in our opinion, locked all the knowledge of the Universe. The results of our study show that the cybernetic-information parameters in nature, including chemistry and theoretical physics, exhibit far more pronounced than the classic. This is proven by the knowledge that, regardless of whether there are among the parameters or not there is a correlation in the classical sense, their effect in the processes of nature can be traced korišštenjem adequate methodology. Here are some examples: Code 931 interconnects all the particles and all the phenomena in nature. This code is a constant in the formula functioning of chemistry, physics and other natural sciences. When you decode these processes we will find that it is this code enables the functioning of all the phenomena in nature. Some of these secrets will be explained on the example of Planck's law.
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Planck's law
Planck's law describes the electromagnetic radiation emitted by a black body in thermal equilibrium at a definite temperature. The law is named after Max Planck, who originally proposed it in 1900. It is a pioneer result of modern physics and quantum theory. Least-squares best fit:
Fit diagnostics:
Plot of the residuals: he foregoing examples demonstrate that in nature there is really a software, cyberspace and information language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics, and which operates according to specific rules. 
Gravity
Gravity is an attractive force between all bodies that have mass. The force of gravity between body mass m1 and m2 is:
where G is the gravitational constant, G = 6.67428 • 10-11 Nm2kg-2, and R 12 is a vector of their mutual position. Gravitational constant G, is an empirical physical constant for the calculation of gravitational attraction between bodies with mass.
Recent research reveals the force of gravity that gravity exists gravitational language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics, and which operates under separate laws of gravity. Reveals that gravity is not the result of attractive force bodies have mass, but it was created as a result of cybernetic information systems and laws. In fact, reveal that there are forces that created gravity. Created the gravitational constant G. These forces have decided that given the constant G has a value of G = 6.67428 • 10−11 Nm2kg-2. These studies reveal the possibility that in nature there is the periodic law and the periodic table of gravity and the speed of light.
It can be concluded that the cybernetic-information parameters gravity exhibit significantly more pronounced than classical. Attractive force between all bodies that have mass, and their empirical physical constants, are not incurred as a result of physical parameters in nature. They were built as a result of the program, kibeernetskih and information systems and laws. In the following, we will list the exact scientific evidence that the attractive force of gravity actually incurred as a result of systems theory and cybernetics to bodies that have mass. So gravity is not only attractive force bodies have mass. Gravity created programmatically cyber laws that determined the functioning of the attractive forces of the bodies that have mass, and therefore determined the functioning of the force of gravity.
This discovery will, in our view, fundamentally change our image of all phenomena in our material universe.
The gravitational constant
The force of gravity which is the gravitational constant. G = 6,67428·10−11 Nm2kg-2. How is it done? We will try to explain some of these secerets.
The force of gravity which is the gravitational constant. G = 6,67428·10−11 Nm2kg-2. How is it done? We will try to explain some of these secerets. In this example, the number 931 is Algorithm gravitational constant. It is obvious that there is a gravitational language for the description of which can be used sisterma theory and cybernetics. It is obvious that the attractive force of the body with the same mass as a result of program activities, cyber and information systems and laws.
Analog code and code
Gravitational variables
The algorithm consists of gravitational constants gravitational variables. Gravitational variables are, in fact, the formula of systems theory and cybernetics. These formulas determine how they will function in the natural force of gravity. Here are some examples: Result:
Sizes A1, 2,3, n can have different numerical values, so the force of gravity in nature manifests itself in various ways. So it must be, because the force of gravity manifests itself as an attractive force between all bodies that have mass. The force of gravity between body mass m1 and m2 is:
where G is the gravitational constant, G = 6,67428·10−11 Nm2kg-2, a r12 is the vector of their mutual position.
Input elements to determine the gravitational constant may have different input elements. Here's another example: O c t 5 , 2 0 1 3
Parametric plot: Table(ListCorrelate({2,10307 O c t 5 , 2 0 1 3
In this example, the gravitational constant designated program, cybernetic and information principles, ie systems theory and cybernetics. Thus, the force of gravity is determined by the gravitational constant, but is determined the forces that have created this constant. Gravitational constant G is the result of the correlation of different gravitational variables. And that will be determined by the forces of the variable outside the gravitational constant and the force of attraction outside bodies that have mass. From this it follows that the gravitational force generated as a result of forces outside of matter and outside the force of gravity.
Systems theory and cybernetics the gravitational variables 4
Gravitational variable Result:
In this example, the gravitational force generated as a result of forces outside of matter and outside the force of gravity. We conclude that out of the force of gravity really works and there are forces that determine how they will occur and how it will funkcikonisati gravity. The forces of gravity are so structured that we, when we decode their internal structure as a result of giving number 931 and its analog in, and it's number 139. etc.
In the above examples, the force of gravity we have found that their internal structure really makes gravitational number 931 and its analog in, and it's number 139.
We conclude that there is indeed gravitationally language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics, or software, cyber and information systems and laws. We can very effectively investigate cyber, information and system characteristics of gravity.
Gravity and the speed of light
According to the general theory of relativity, the effect of gravity space is expanding at light speed. It was experimentally confirmed that the speed of gravity is equal to the speed of light within the experimental error of 1%. The speed of light is the maximum speed at which a vacuum is 299,792,458 meters per second.
. Thus, the gravity and the speed of light are correlated. Particularly interesting is the fact that there is one and the same programming language cyberspace gravity and the speed of light for the description can be used systems theory and cybernetics. Gravity, and the speed of light are one and the same constants and variables. These are the codes 139 and 931 It is obvious that there is one and the same programming language for creating both of these phenomena in nature.
Here is concrete evidence:
The constant speed of light Result:
Plots:
Alternate form:
Alternate form assuming p is real:
The force of gravity acting on a variety of masses over a range of distances. These examples represent concrete evidence that there is indeed gravitationally language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics.
Gravitational field "The gravitational field is a potential vector field that for each point is defined as the force of gravity on the spot the body at that point divided by the mass of the body. Gravitational field around the mass m1 is given to:
This size says that force per unit gravitational field attracts the body at some point in a given area Position vector r Unit is newton per kilogram (N / kg), and can easily be shown that the newton per kilogram same as meter per second squared (m/s2), which is a unit of acceleration. Gravitational acceleration of the Earth at an average of 9.80665 m/s2 at the surface Zemǉe. Therefore, the strength of the gravitational field at some point in space is equal to the gravitational acceleration at O c t 5 , 2 0 1 3 that point. This is due to the fact that they are heavy and sluggish mass linearly proportional. This fact is called the principle of equivalence. O c t 5 , 2 0 1 3
etc.
From these examples, it is clear that there really is a need to use cybernetic information science approach to the study secrets of gravity. There is a need for an information-cybernetic interpretation of scientific facts and study the secrets of the gravitational field. It is obvious that science has to make extra effort to find adequate scientific language to interpret the force of gravity and gravitational fields, as well as for the interpretation of phenomena and results in this area. That's why we are in this book deal with just this type of research, and we try to find the appropriate scientific language to describe these phenomena.
Variable gravitational acceleration
The algorithm consists of gravitational acceleration acceleration variables. These variables are, in fact, the formula of systems theory and cybernetics. These formulas determine how they will function in nature gravity. Here are some examples:
Acceleration variable 1.
(A1 x 139) (A2 x 931)
 
Gravitational acceleration of the Earth Result:
Example 2. Table(ListCorrelate({0,00364 etc.
In the example given above example, the subject of our research is the cybernetic-information approach to the study of empirical physical constants in which, among other things, included a budget of gravitational attraction between bodies with mass, as well as Newton's law of universal gravitation and Einstein's theory of general relativity.
Gravitation calculation
To calculate the gravity uses primary and secondary mass, and distance. In doing so, we will look for an answer to the question of whether the matrix function mechanism operates under the laws of gravity, the general theory of information and systems theory and it's kind of relevance to the work force of gravitational attraction. In this example, we have listed the evidence that does exist gravitational language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics.
Distance Earth (planet) distance: 
Conclusion
The results of our research show that the processes of sequencing the molecules are From the above evidence, in our opinion, clearly shows that gravity does not manifest only as an attractive force between all bodies that have mass. The same is primarily manifested as a very complex program cyberspace and information system in which they operate to force whose description can be used systems theory and cybernetics, and that functioning with the help of specific laws. These forces systems theory and cybernetics in nature operate as an attractive force between all bodies that have mass.
Determine the intensity of the same attraction, determine the gravitational constant G, determine the functioning of gravity, its correlation with the speed of light, etc. It is realistic to assume that in nature there is the periodic law and the periodic table of gravity and the speed of light. Our research confirms that the cybernetic-information parameters attractive force exhibited significantly more pronounced than classical. Confirm that there is indeed gravitationally language for the description of which can be used systems theory and cybernetics, and who works with special natural laws. It is expected that this research will enable the rapid development of science, especially theortical physics and chemistry. 
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